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ABSTRACT
Hardcopy (analog) backup of photographs is an important addition to digital storage. It offers a means to visually enjoy
the “storage format” decoupled from a digital storage media which can have a shorter archival life than hardcopy, along
with shorter lifetime of hardware support. The paper describes a means to eliminate the need to include unsightly text
that is part of earlier solutions by embedding all required metadata in a small steganographic halftone with the print. The
solution works with any image scanner, which we can safely assume will be available far into the future, when readers of
today’s digital storage media will be long gone. Examples of the resulting archival compositions and metadataembedded halftones are included.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The number of photos captured in the world has increased sharply in the past decade and continues to grow, largely
fueled by the ubiquity of point-and-shoot and mobile-phone cameras. Archival storage of images is an ongoing
concern. Hardware is continuously evolving rendering past media obsolete, certainly on the time scale of long term
image storage. We expect our photos to be available 30, 50 or more years from now, but the risk of entrusting them to a
storage means that disappears in much shorter time frames is considerable. Content stored on a 5¼-inch floppy, popular
in the 1980’s as one example, is effectively unrecoverable today. Hardcopy storage of images has the advantage of both
being decoupled from a digital media technology and of being immediately readable by humans. While web-based cloud
services can provide a means for personal backup and storage, there is good reason to offer the insurance of at least the
addition of a storage means that one can guarantee will be around a century from now.
Hardcopy as an image archive means is not without its shortcomings. Most notably, the problem of color change and
fading that can occur with the passage of time and exposure to the environment. In this work we explore one particular
solution for hardcopy image archive, illustrate its aesthetic failings, and present improved means of retaining archive
information.

2. A HARDCOPY IMAGE BACKUP SYSTEM
In an earlier work a solution for archival storage of photos was presented [1] that was based on analog hardcopy. The
system creates a document that contains the images themselves along with content that can be used to recover the
original colors of the images. An example of such a document is shown in Figure 1. Below the image is a section of
information collectively referred to as “supporting recovery content”. On the bottom of this region is a set of color
patches representing the entire range of printed values. In this example a uniform sampling of sRGB space is used
where 3 samples along the Red, Green, and Blue axis result in 27 color patches. Next to each patch are the sRGB values
for that patch. These uniform patches comprise our main tracking tool. As noted in the referenced paper, a non-uniform
set of patches based on high frequency, non-redundant lexical or named colors can also be used.
Above these uniform color patches is a section to store any descriptive text associated with the image. In this example
the text records the original file name, the date and time of the capture, along with exposure data. Also included are user
entered tags useful for searching, and GPS coordinates. Above the descriptive text are 5 additional color patches with
their associated sRGB values. These patches represent important image-dependent colors and are useful either for a
manual reconstruction or to offer even more granularity in the automated reconstruction. The embedded color patches
track the modifications that are happening to the image during its life cycle. These include the perceptual color
transformations at the printing and scanning stage, as well as the appearance changes due to light, temperature, humidity

and pollutants. While the layout of these items can be arranged in a number of different configurations it is most useful
for the color patches to be on the same page as the photo so they can experience color changes most accurately with
those in the image.

Supporting Recovery Content

Figure 1. Example document layout of an analog backup of a photo, with supporting recovery content.

Reconstructing the original image requires scanning the image along with the supporting recovery content and inverting
those changes by using the original numeric color values printed next to the patches. The method is suitable for any
printing technology and it is independent on whether the actual changes fit a particular model or not.
An example of the type of changes that can occur with long-term storage is show in Figure 2. In this case the effect of
30 years of light exposure on a print made using 3rd party replacement inks is simulated using a technique [2] that makes
use of an ICC fade simulation profile. Several simulated documents like this one were printed, scanned and restored to
examine the quality of reconstruction. A piece-wise linear scattered data interpolation method defined by the scanned
color values of the patches and the original sRGB values of the patches was used for the reconstruction and the quality of
the results is quite good. Details as well as alternative methods are discussed in [1]. Understandably, results improve
with an increase of color patches, particularly when the uniform sampling of the color space uses 5x5x5 or 125 color
patches, but the process described in this example is the same.

Interestingly, even in the case where there are absolutely no changes to the printed colors, this method of using color
patches can be used to more accurately recover the digital version of the image because it bypass the need to use printer
and scanner characterization data.
In this paper we are most interested in improving this system by (1) representing the data in a way that is more
conducive to automatic recovery, and (2) constructing a document layout that is more aesthetically attractive. We
achieve this in part by embedding the text metadata into a machine readable steganographic halftone.

Figure 2. Document from Figure 1 with 30 years of simulated fading (due to cheap 3rd party replacement inks).

3. EMBEDDING METADATA IN HALFTONES
Barcodes are a popular means for encoding information into a hardcopy, but they add unsightly overt content. A more
attractive approach is to embed information in some other visual image or object – not in the digital file as is done in
traditional watermarking, but in the halftone on the printed page. In this paper we present a solution for the class of
rendering techniques used in most commercial printers: clustered-dot halftoning. We consider the simple case of
halftoning a single plane, that is, a gray-only image, where we halftone by means of quantizing with a periodic

deterministicc threshold arraay. In particullar, in this casee we use an 8xx8 classical scrreen threshold array where 4xx4 black
or white clussters form as a function of inpput level. Withh this method a gray ramp is rendered
r
as shoown in Figure 3.
For areas of constant pixell values in thee input image, the 4x4 highliight cells will take on the shhapes shown inn Figure
4(a). The “size” of the cen
nter cluster, i.e.., the number of
o white pixelss that comprisee the cluster, is indicated nextt to each
wise, Figure 4(b)
4
lists all 16 shadow cells
c
with thee number of black cluster pixels. A common
c
cell. Likew
misunderstannding is that th
hese cell shapes are simply used as symbols that replace a gray level vaalue in the imaage. It is
important to note that when the input im
mage contains high
h
frequencyy detail that passses through a 4x4 cell, the shape of
the cell will not
n appear as shown
s
in thesee figures. The deviation of thhese shapes in response to eddge detail is refferred to
in the industrry as “partial dots”
d
and is impportant for morre accurate renndering.

Figuure 3. Enlarged example
e
of halftooning a ramp wiith a simple 8x8 classical screen.
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Figuure 4. Halftone cluster
c
sizes for (a)
( shadow cells,, and (b) highlighht cells.

For our appllication, we usse this type off halftoning too embed inform
mation by meaans of single-ppixels shift in selected
halftone clussters. We call the resulting steganographicc halftone a “sstegatone” [3].. Note that noot all clusters have
h
the
same degree of freedom to
o move. We define
d
the cells that have room
m to move to at least 2 singgle pixel shift positions
p
“carrier cellss”. In Figure 4, cells with sizze 1 through 9 are potential carrier cells. Cells 1 thouggh 4 can movee to all 8
surrounding positions and can
c thus carry 3 bits. Cells 5 and 6 can moove to 4 positioons and carry 2 bits. Cells 7,, 8 and 9
a thus can only
o
carry 1 bit.
b Sample shift positions for
fo 1-bit, 2-bit and 3-bit carriers are
can move too 2 positions and
illustrated in Figure 5. Unsh
hifted carrier cells
c
are used as
a special markker cells to aid recovery.
r
While highligght and shadow
w cells 1 throuugh 9 have the potential to move
m
in directioons as describeed above, it maay not be
possible to detect
d
them alll reliably durinng recovery. The
T viability of
o a particularly sized carrierr cell to be dettected at
each of its caandidate shift positions
p
must be evaluated for
fo the targetedd printer. Know
wledge of the recovery
r
rates for each
highlight andd shadow cell must
m be incorpporated in the encoding
e
proceess. For exam
mple, shadow ceells of size 1-33 (Figure
4(a)) are ofteen not designatted candidate carrier
c
cells onn most printers because the white
w
clusters teend to disappeaar due to
dot gain.
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Figuure 5. Shift positions for 1-, 2-, and
a 3-bit codes for
f example cell sizes.
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Even before the use of erro
or correction coodes, stegatonee data recoveryy rates for a nuumber of printter types are veery high,
over 95% [3]. When the data
d carrying capacity of an input
i
image is greater than thhe data payloaad to be embeddded, the
extra capacityy is used for errror correction. With this appproach we have achieved 1000% data recoveery.

4. ALT
TERNATIV
VE ARCHIV
VAL LAYO
OUT
F
1 is tecchnology resiliient by incorpoorating only huuman readablee features, the layout’s
While the coomposition in Figure
presentation is not ideal. Moreover, auttomatically reccovering the color patches and
a metadata from
f
the scannned page
requires a coomplex alignm
ment process, allong with an OCR
O
process thhat can not onnly recover thee text without error
e
but
properly segment sRGB daata from the innformational text.
t
In additioon the difficullt problem of associating
a
thee correct
sRGB text with
w the correcct color patchees has to be adddressed. We
W propose an alternative sollution to addreess these
shortcomingss through the use
u of stegatonnes. Specificaally, the new method
m
presentts the content in
i a more aesthhetically
attractive forrmat, arranges the color patcches in a way that makes it easier to achiieve auto-alignnment for the recovery
r
process and stores
s
all text metadata
m
in a hidden
h
way witthout resorting to bar codes.
With the usee of a stegatonee we replace alll of the text inn the backup haardcopy with a single machinne-readable obbject. All
of the color patches
p
are arrranged contiguuously in one or
o more rows followed by thhe stegatone. The stegatone payload
would be com
mposed of 3 parts: (1) Headeer, (2) sRGB values,
v
and (3) Descriptive teext. The headeer would have 4 16-bit
entries: Totall bytes, total nu
umber of colorr patches, colorr patches per roow, and numbeer of descriptivve text characteers.

Figuure 6. Alternativee supporting recovery content foor the example inn Figure 1 with a logo-based steggatone.

Figuure 7. Enlarged reference
r
halftonne of the logo.

Figuure 8. Stegatone of the logo withh metadata embeddded.

Using the im
mage from Figu
ure 1, one exam
mple alternativve layout of thee supporting reecovery contennt is shown in Figure 6
where we usse a “Stegachro
ome” logo as the input imagge for the steggatone. We arranged
a
the 5+
+27 color patcches in a
single row. In
I addition to the
t sRGB values in Figure 1, there are 233 characters of descriptive
d
textt. So the headeer for our
payload will have these 4 values:
v
337
32
32
233

Total bytes (includinng header)
Total number of collor patches
Colorr patches per roow
Numbber of descriptiive text characcters

The logo imaage for our steegatone has a data carrying capacity
c
of 4444 bytes, so it can hold this 337-byte
3
paylooad. An
enlarged verssion of the refeerence (unshiftted) halftone ussed for recoverry is shown in Figure 7. Thee resulting steggatone in
Figure 6 is ennlarged to betteer show the shiifted clusters inn Figure 8.
Any gray scaale image can be used as an input image foor a stegatone encoding. Ann image that haas a high data carrying
capacity is a simple gray bar.
b
Arrangedd with the row
w of color patcches it affords a very clean layout.
l
An altternative
layout of the same supportiing recovery coontent with a gray
g
bar stegatoone is shown in Figure 9. Thhe 900 x108 piixel gray
bar has a caarrying capacitty of 1139 byytes so allows for either a larger
l
payloadd, or increasedd protection wiith error
correction cooding. The reeference halftonne is shown inn Figure 10, and
a an enlargedd version of thhe stegatone shown
s
in
Figure 11.

Figuure 9. Alternativee supporting recovery content foor the example inn Figure 1 with a gray-bar-basedd stegatone.

Figuure 10. Enlarged reference halftoone of a gray barr.

Figuure 11. Stegatonee of a gray bar with
w metadata em
mbedded.

It is importannt to point out that the choicce of metadata is only limitedd by the capaciity of the stegaatone. The descriptive
text can include pointers, such
s
as URLs, to the digitall image sourcee and other rellated media filles. These meedia files
could be the photo album from
fr
which the photo came, audio
a
and videoo content. Mettadata could allso include infoormation
about usage rights,
r
ownersh
hip and contactt information.

5. CO
ONCLUSIO
ON
mproved on thee scheme repoorted earlier [1] for hardcoppy image backkup by embeddding metadatta into a
We have im
steganographhic halftone objject. The advaantages of this approach are:

•

A better aesthetic presentation of the photo archive

•

The elimination of the need to solve the complex OCR problem

•

A more compact representation of the color tiles and metadata

•

A layout for which auto-alignment is easier and thus the data is more recoverable

Building on the original motivation to use an analog hardcopy means of long-term image storage, our solution
transcends hardware obsolescence by requiring any means of scanning the data coupled with the recovery software.
While we can predict that hardware for reading digital storage media will likely not be available decades from now,
some means of hardcopy scanning will be. So our strategy shifts the need to archive recovery hardware, to archiving
recovery software. Long term recovery then depends on the availability of generic source code that includes means to
read the accompanying stegatone.
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